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ordered prominent teaching hospitals to prepare  

tion was the Johns Hopkins University Hospital, 

which was asked to supply enough men and women 

hundred Johns Hopkins doctors, nurses, and other 

bor attack in December 1941, both units were sent 

overseas for almost three years, providing critical 

This paper will attempt to assess what the war

time experience was like for the members of the 

18th General Hospital by considering the perspec

to the 18th General Hospital, spanning from its in

then discuss the memoir , a factually 
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, the 

during their considerable free time, the newspaper clues the reader into the 

18th 

attempting to determine the legacy of the unit!s experience during World War 

of the 18th General Hospital view their experience as a disappointment? Were 
their lofty expectations regarding the nature of their service met? Finally, is 
the generally negative portrayal of the 18th!s experience in both primary and 

Of the three source bases discussed in the paper, only the memoir is used 
and the letters are 

a fuller picture of the 18th General Hospital!s experience during its overseas 

The 18th!s War

human history and put the United States on a collision course with the Axis 

of the two institutions, however, historian Thomas Turner writes that they 
soon "began to stir; energies and thoughts began gradually to be diverted from 

reserves were pressed into active duty and entire laboratories in the medical 
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the Army Surgeon General asked Johns Hopkins Hospital to ready a portion of 

kins that it would need to part with nearly two hundred doctors and nurses to 

Rall and Albert Cowdrey, authors of a history of the military!s medical services 

hospitals were typically located many miles from the front lines and tasked to 

The Army designated the two Johns Hopkins units the 18th and 118th General 

Hospitals respectively, the former!s unit number meant to pay homage to the 

18th existed only on paper, and life at Hopkins returned to normal for the next 

The Pearl Harbor attacks of December 7, 1941 brought this period of rel

America!s entrance into the war, and their constituents ordered to report for 

18th left Baltimore!s Pennsylvania Station, heading by train south to Fort Jack

U.S.S. General 
James Parker

 The 18th General Hospital, along with a division of Marines, landed on 
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ed for the hospital to function had not yet arrived, and would not arrive for an 

a unit of Army Engineers, began enthusiastically constructing the hospital!s 

doctors, the 18th!s members "engaged in this endeavor so aptly that they were 

The initial patients the hospital received were battle casualties from the 

Engineers and other members of the 18th rapidly expanded the hospital!s fa

1 By the end of 

2 
3 By 

seven hundred patients at once, and the census even peaked at a thousand, 

bure 

were battle casualties, due to the fact that the nearly uninterrupted stream of 

American victories had pushed the front lines further and further away from 

destrian ailments such as jaundice, fungal infections, and ruptured eardrums, a 
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ing to Colonel Tilghman, much of his professional work in Fiji was !never very 

The patient census dropped dramatically beginning in late 1943, due to 

the unit"s stay in Fiji, the average patient census was just over a hundred, and 

of the 18th and its patients, and musical performances by unit members and 
4 The 18th also partook heavily in athletics, forming 

gan publishing its own newspaper, 

enforced idleness, after two years of foreign service, became increasingly dif

 To the 

unit"s dismay, they found that two other general hospitals were already operat
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The most complete account of the overseas experience of the 18th Gen

eral Hospital is 

historian, L.O.D. 

preface, Tilghman writes, !primarily it was written as a memoir for members 

Published in 1949, Tilghman"s memoir is the only memoir of the 18th General 

Hospital known to exist and is by far the most factually complete source con

Lieutenant Colonel Richard Carmichael Tilghman was a man of many ti

But what made him beloved to many in the unit was his love of a good time 

5 He was the 

driving force behind the two County Fair and Field Days, which others in the 

 

of the 18th"s facility in Fiji after prominent Baltimore thoroughfares such as 
6 Likewise, it was Tilghman"s idea to 

participants raced wild toads for sometimes considerable amounts of money 
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, Tilghman expounds the history of the 18th General Hospi

tal in painstaking detail, beginning with the events that led to its creation in 

1940 and ending with the rotation home of the unit!s last Johns Hopkins mem

of every person mentioned, and to include the proper names of every country, 

region, city, town or even village that the unit stayed in, passed through, or 

the 18th encountered and stated names of every ship the 18th either rode in or 

ture from San Francisco Bay in May of 1942: 

nurses, 275 enlisted men,  and 7 Red Cross workers, dietitians, and 

Parker were The President Coolidge, The President Monroe, The 

destroyer and one heavy cruiser, The San Francisco, the convoy 

close in  in this regard, likely explaining why it has been the sole 

A striking example of Tilghman!s obsessive attention to detail is when he 

possible, but here he went into even further detail, bringing his considerable 

Tilghman!s evaluation of the condition of a group of Marines wounded in the 

Guadalcanal campaign: 

Uniformly there was malnutrition, many having lost as much as 
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the outstanding medical conditions necessitating evacuation of the 

 

Tilghman!s  is a supremely detailed source, providing just about 

every objective fact one would like to know about the 18th General Hospi

the surprising lack of emotional content leaves Tilghman!s prose feeling rath

 is a factually illuminating, yet 

Starting in early 1944, The 18th General Hospital began publishing The 

The newspaper was published weekly and featured highly entertaining and 

 provides more 

 was the brainchild of Sergeant Abe Abramowitz, one of the 

cruited several other members of the 18th and his project soon became The 
7
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issues soon doubled, and then tripled, in length as the newspaper!s scope and 

the newspaper to include editorials, letters to the editor, and comic accounts 

weighed in on more serious topics, such as news of the war!s progress and sig

tion of  ceased in September, 1944, just before the unit redeployed 

The mission of 

felt that a unit newspaper would strengthen the bonds between the medical 

 had another 

was also created to boost the esprit de corps at a time when it was particularly 

editors and contributors of the periodical achieved this end by using humor to 

During 

The 18th!s newspaper serves as a record of the myriad activities unit members 

ing sports, attending movies, concerts, and dances, throwing fairs and carni

their time a little more productively, taking courses and lessons in everything 

members of the unit spent their idle moments, a subject conspicuously absent 

from Tilghman!s ,  can help outsiders better understand 
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 also provides outsiders with insight into the trappings of life 

contains a notice listing the possible punishments for being caught out and 

Much about military life can be learned from these accounts, which almost 

 provides a window into the emotional state 

though the paper is unfailingly upbeat, negative emotions occasionally emerge 

trapped on a small island for roughly two years, and being idle for much of that 

wrote that if he were allowed to leave the next day on that same ship, !you 

were generally unhappy with their role in the war and wished that their con

in a May 26 editorial in which a Colonel George Finney wrote that many mem

bers of the 18th General Hospital felt that they were not doing their part in 

Though only intended to be read by those in the unit,  has much 

per illuminates aspects of the 18th"s experience that are ignored in Tilghman"s 

a comprehensive narrative,  is revealing in its own right and is es

sential for a more complete understanding of the wartime service of the 18th 
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Letters from the 18th

Letters written by members of the 18th General Hospital, most of which 

were published in The , are also invalu

these letters, and by far the most compelling of them, were authored by Eliza

es Alumnae Magazine, which meant she was tasked with writing letters to the 
8 

She performed this task admirably, keeping the Johns Hopkins community 

of letters sheds further light on the wartime experience of the 18th General 

Although the subject matter of her letters and overlap consid

erably, McLaughlin addresses several aspects of the unit!s experience on which 

improvised construction of said buildings, the sweltering and at times tempes

tuous weather of Fiji, and devotes a considerable part of her correspondence 

9

She characterizes Fijians as primitive yet joyful people "who have bod
10

sometimes cause frustration, such as when the unit!s Fijian domestic help, af

ter being told that the inspectors were en route, decided to take a leisurely 
11

example is the tradition of burying a placenta under a tree immediately after 
12 She also describes the 

drinking of kava

18th would come upon an indigenous village he or she would have to partici
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pate in a ceremony where !one at a time, the participants, seated in a circle, 

drink the kava

13 Although the drink was purported by 

14

makes her letters so compelling and allows them to stand out from the other 

July 1943 issue of the  she takes the reader on a tour of 

the unit"s encampment, beginning with the medical wards:

high pitched whistle you hear being blown by a patient walking 

moment, shining mess kits in hand, the boys will run, not walk, to 

15

She next escorts the reader past the enlisted men"s recreation hut, the 

McLaughlin"s writing style allows the reader to easily and vividly visualize the 

The 
 and

if the fashion preferences of the nurses would change as a result of wearing the 
16 She additionally illustrates for those read
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vivid style she describes the latest native hairstyles:

men is to have the hair cut three inches long all over the head ex

women model their hairstyles after the men, but they retain more 

Limed hair originated from the necessity of overcoming bug infes

17 

These are topics other sources do not even touch upon, and yet McLaugh

ther the wealth of detailed information of  nor the comic relief of 

daily life that other sources ignore, Elizabeth McLaughlin!s letters to The Johns 

 help provide a fuller picture of the experience 

The Legacy of the 18th

Clearly evident from these sources is the fact that the wartime experi

wished to do something similar to the lifesaving medicine performed by their 

few patients, even fewer wounded soldiers, and spent much of its time profes
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though the unit was largely unable to do what it had set out to do, its circum

The profound disappointment felt by many in the 18th General Hospital 

Thomas Turner, members of that unit found their work !exhausting, exhila

lauded as heroes and their valiant service soon became legendary in the Johns 

Due to this precedent, members of the 18th General Hospital, which was 

named in homage of their predecessors, could be forgiven for expecting some

1940 that Hopkins would likely again send some of its own overseas to serve 

however, meant that expectations would be particularly high for the 18th, and 

the 18th and 118th General Hospitals departed to great fanfare, with everyone 

Almost immediately, however, the 18th learned that their journey would 

the footsteps of the previous Hopkins unit, and would be embarking for a 
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great strategic importance and that a Japanese invasion of the archipelago was 

landing in Fiji, however, the 18th was not able to accept patients for several 

weeks, due to the fact that a hospital facility had to be built from the ground 

at Midway and the Coral Sea, which put the Japanese navy irrevocably on the 

dergone the necessary surgery at a hospital closer to the front, and were sent 

When the 18th was ordered to pack up and leave Fiji for deployment else

where, there was hope within the unit that they would now become more 

the Philippines and the Japanese home islands, where the major American of

fensives were focused, the 18th General Hospital was sent in a more westerly 

Furthermore, there were already hospital units operating in the immediate vi

the unit was somewhat busy in Ledo, it was only because they had to spend 

General Hospital were professionally idle for almost the entirety of their stay 
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on the subcontinent and were saved from further frustration and boredom by 

a sympathetic General Frank Merrill, who, appalled at their plight, arranged 

for the rotation home of all the remaining members from Johns Hopkins Uni

The oppressively low morale that resulted from this clash of expectations 

 in the August 3 issue of , a common complaint of those in the 

ing an illness in order to be sent home, and that some may have even done 

unhappiness and their strong desire to escape from their miserable situation, 

by Sergeant Al Weber, an enlisted man in the 18th, expressed these sentiments 

in rhyme:

  Speculatin! and debatin!

  Rotatin!!
  For Rotatin! is belatin!

  This waitin!!

  This waitin!!

did not achieve what they had set out to do, their accomplishments were cer

to exclusively care for American servicemen, but due to the dramatic decrease 

in the patient load during 1944, it was able to provide valuable medical care 

would accompany public health workers, who were usually British, to remote 
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villages in order to treat and inoculate those who were ordinarily too far re

expressing his deep gratitude for the services provided by the unit to the popu

Doctors of the 18th General Hospital also made critical contributions to 

temperate regions, an observation that went against the conventional medical 

was the drug of choice for combating malaria, which was very common in the 

drug already present in a patient!s bloodstream helped caregivers reduce over

tions are overlooked amongst the overall backdrop of disappointment, they 

The fact that the 18th General Hospital was in a place like Fiji was ex

about the tropical paradise that was their home, in turn allowing their readers 

know what to expect of the native people of Fiji and wondered how western

illustrate, in one of her letters Elizabeth McLaughlin writes that upon arriving, 

"we expected to cut our way through the bush with care to avoid the head
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18

a somewhat primitive people by western standards, the natives were extraordi

and the Americans developed a congenial relationship, associating so closely 

that some of the enlisted men often brought Fijian women to dances hosted by 

19

As a result of the genuinely friendly relationship with the Fijians, the unit!s 

instance, a contributor to 
20 Second, those in 

the 18th also appeared to have tremendous respect for the culture and way of 

There was probably never a lovelier world than that of the islands 

uncontaminated by the white man, who came uninvited to give 

of an old, idyllic civilization, we wonder about what we call "cul
21

This degree of admiration for the Fijians on the part of the Americans is 

somewhat surprising considering that America was in many ways a racist soci

relief that such sentiments are not in evidence in any of the sources examined 

Another distinguishing aspect of the 18th!s experience was its members! 
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leagues in which clubs from the 18th would compete with those of like their 
22 They staged and performed in dances, con

certs, and plays, and held several much larger events like the two County Fairs 
23 Many members of the 18th also would go on lengthy 

24

being essential for the maintenance of any semblance of morale, these activi

ent in the writings of those in the 18th General Hospital, it does not paint a 

of negativity the reader can recognize that the 18th!s experience was a remark

of the local population, resided in a singularly beautiful locale, was startlingly 

haps some of the disappointment felt by those in the 18th is unwarranted after 

Conclusion

The plight of the 18th General Hospital is probably not what comes to 

those in the 18th simply sat idle on a pristine island paradise in the middle of 

The fact that the experience of the unit went against the grain is what makes 

This paper represents an attempt to capture a moment in time experi

bases, including two that have likely never been previously employed in schol

arly writing, are used to construct both a richer and more cohesive narrative 

as a challenge to how this moment in time was perceived by those in the unit, 
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experience of the 18th General Hospital was typical of hospital units in World 
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